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?A Case Study of the 1894 Shonai Earthquake?
KITAHARA Itoko 
This paper focuses on the shifts in the media for disaster information, from the Early Modern Era to the
modern day in Japan, through the historio-graphical analysis of the 1894 Shonai Earthquake.
Photography was brought to the islands of Japan by foreign delegations at the end of the Early Modern Era. It
is said to have spread quickly all over Japan by the first 20 years of the Meiji Era?by the mid-1880s?. By the
time of the 1894 Shonai Earthquake, the age of the photograph had arrived in Japan. 
In the first stages, photography was limited to personal portraits or beautiful scenery. However, at the end of
the 1880’s, when many big disasters struck Japan, photography occupied a remarkable role in conveying the
news. Never before had people witnessed such realistic images of disasters. This had the effect of depriving
the traditional Japanese news media, that is, the broadsheet, woodblock prints, and so on, of their role. At the
same time, newspapers began to be published here and there. They disseminated the news fast and wide, and
people made the earnest effort to gain the news through newspapers. In due course, people did not feel it
necessary to write down their experiences and this seems to be one of the reasons why so few personal
accounts of events or disasters have been left behind for posterity.
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